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ABSTRACT

Voice personal assistant (VPA) platforms (e.g., Amazon Alexa) allow developers to deploy their voice apps on third-party servers. However, this strategy introduces unexpected privacy risks to VPA customers. Malicious developers can dynamically change their app’s behaviors to circumvent the platform’s vetting process. This paper aims to systematically analyze Alexa’s voice app ecosystem (i.e., Alexa skills), focusing on behavior manipulation (also referred to as skill behavior change). We identify the root causes of malicious skills getting published and propose a defense solution to effectively protect users. First, we uncover Amazon’s skill vetting strategy and the privacy issues relevant to their vetting. We reveal that, in addition to the skill certification process before a skill gets published, Amazon also deploys a skill monitoring scheme after the skill is published. We further discover limitations of this monitoring scheme that have not been explored in previous research. Lastly, to address these issues, we propose a run-time skill monitoring approach to check the consistency of the skill behaviors when users interact with skills. Our findings suggest a call for action to improve the vetting process for VPA skills without placing a burden on skill developers and help developers adhere to policies.
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LAY ABSTRACT

Our homes are getting smarter with voice-controlled devices like Amazon Alexa offering automation and convenience. By adding voice applications (also called “skills”), which could be hosted by third parties, the abilities of the devices keep expanding. However, our research reveals the dark side of this technology – possible privacy breaches. Malicious developers can modify the behaviors of their skills after bypassing Amazon’s scrutiny, potentially violating user privacy. Although Amazon has preventive measures in place (e.g., skill certification and repeated monitoring), adversaries can still slip through the cracks. In this paper, we comprehensively uncover the loopholes with real-world examples for better understanding and propose a solution to effectively help users monitor dynamic skill behaviors.

1 INTRODUCTION

The global intelligent virtual assistant market was valued at billions of dollars and is expected to continuously grow from 2021 to 2028 [28]. As smart software agents that can provide services based on user commands or questions, virtual personal assistants (VPA) like Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant are becoming increasingly popular with families around the world.

In this paper, we perform a systematic study of the Alexa skill ecosystem, especially the risks caused by the developers’ ability to dynamically change a skill’s back-end code. We find that the vetting policy enforced by Amazon follows different criteria from what is claimed in developer requirements. We uncover the skill monitoring process that has not been studied before. Besides, Amazon allows developers to deploy a skill’s back-end logic to a third-party server that is not under Amazon’s control. This is very risky because malicious developers can submit a benign skill and change its back-end behavior logic after the skill is published in the skill store. In this way, it is able to circumvent the whole vetting process and permission model easily. A skill verified as a benign one may request user personal information (e.g., phone number) verbally. We call this risk skill’s behavior change. When a skill’s behavior change happens, users may be credulous and just reveal personal information. We also find some evidence showing such malicious
skills do exist in the wild. Even though Amazon strengthened skill vetting by appending a new monitoring process to the initial vetting process, we find it is still insufficient to defend against a skill back-end change. Our test skills successfully pass the vetting process and perform malicious behavior changes without being detected. To help protect user privacy, we propose an effective real-time skill behavior monitoring system that detects suspicious skills and notifies the user during interactions.

Skills deployed on external servers can introduce privacy risks to users [23] because malicious developers can change their back-end code anytime after skill approvals. However, there is no prior research about skill behavior monitoring approaches to detect malicious behavior changes, mainly due to the following challenges.

**Challenges.** First, the skill response, or the behavior of skill, should always be consistent with its functionalities. When focusing on the suspicious skill response asking for personal information, we need to distinguish the information request (e.g., “What’s your phone number”) from other responses (e.g., “Do you want to continue?”). This needs a corresponding natural language processing method. In addition, the most challenging part is to analyze the skill description, which describes the skill functionalities. The variability of semantic expression makes skill descriptions diverse even when two skills are doing the same thing. Straightforward keyword-based approaches can only handle those skill descriptions with matched keywords. It is a challenge to develop a semantic interpretation approach to handle the ambiguity of natural language and find the correlation between skill response and skill description. Second, when developers put the skill’s source code in an external server, the skill behavior logic (how the skill responds to user utterances) becomes a black box. Moreover, malicious developers can change the back-end code anytime to request private information from users. This issue can only be solved by a real-time skill behavior monitoring system that runs in the background whenever the user communicates with skills. However, a real-time running system must have an unnoticeable delay, which requires the skill monitoring system to have high accuracy and low latency.

**Key Contributions.** This paper has the following contributions:

- We discover the monitoring process after a skill gets published and reveal the criteria Amazon follows to identify a violating skill, which has not been studied before (Section 3.1 and Section 3.3).
- We discover a new attack vector called “versatile intent” that allows adversaries to stealthily collect any type of information by manipulating their published legitimate skill (Section 3.2).
- We identify the necessity for a defense system at run-time. In particular, the service provider does not have full control over the published skills, especially those hosted on third-party servers. The behavior changes of such skills are unpredictable. Our experiments show that the skills could adopt certain patterns for their behaviors to bypass the vetting (Section 3.4).
- We propose a run-time monitoring solution when the user is interacting with the skills (Section 4). The source code of our core techniques will be released for future research. We then show that privacy-invasive skills are still an underlying threat (Section 4.5). Of 637 skills that request personal information from users in our dataset, there are 141 suspicious skills without proper permissions or functionalities.

## 2 RELATED WORK

Virtual personal assistants (VPA) have been studied as one category among general IoT devices [13, 15, 32]. But lately, VPAs have drawn attention as a popular category of IoT equipment. Many researchers put effort into how to attack or fool the system through adversarial attacks against speech recognition [9–11, 35]. Some researchers focused on defenses against such attacks [2, 25].

The speech recognition system, which is the core of the voice assistants, was known to have misinterpretation vulnerability [7, 19, 29, 36]. Exploiting the misinterpretation problem, an adversary could impersonate the voice assistant system or other skills to eavesdrop on users. Researchers found approaches for malicious Alexa skills [8] to eavesdrop on users’ conversations. Apart from the speech recognition component, prior work [37] also analyzed and evaluated the security of the succeeding Natural Language Understanding (NLU) component.

Smart speakers are a black box to users. Based on some previous studies [1, 17], users have an incomplete understanding of the smart speaker model and are concerned about their privacy [20]. Recently, researchers have put more effort into reverse-engineering the smart speakers’ vetting mechanism [12, 31]. Cheng et al. [12] built plenty of test skills to disclose the skill certification process.

**Comparison with prior work:** Zhang et al. [37] only discussed how the developers replace back-end audio files. Lentsch et al. [23] illustrated how to exploit dormant intents to manipulate the back-end code logic of the skills. In our work, we study the back-end code change risks more thoroughly with more test skills. In particular, we discover a new approach called “versatile intent”. Previous studies [12, 18, 34] identified policy-violating skills and found that Amazon conducted a vetting process differently from what is described in its documentation. However, they did not explore the behind-the-scenes vetting criteria. We detail the criteria in Section 3.1. Besides, we uncover that there is not only an initial skill certification process but also a monitoring process after the skills get published. We investigate the whole vetting pipeline to provide a more comprehensive understanding of how Amazon manages the skill ecosystem (Section 3.1 & Section 3.3). Liao et al. [24] analyzed the consistency between the privacy policies provided by the skills and the corresponding skill descriptions. However, skill description might not cover everything the skill actually does and privacy policy is not a reliable enforcement. In contrast, we focus on the actual behaviors of the skills at run-time. While prior work from Guo et al. [18] performed skill description and skill behavior analysis, they employed a manual analysis approach on 100 selected skills. In our work, we identify the need to protect users at run-time and present an automated approach, which is the foundation of our run-time skill monitoring system (Section 4).

## 3 SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF ALEXA SKILL VETTING AND PRIVACY RISKS

First, we uncover Amazon’s criteria for vetting (Section 3.1). Second, previous research mostly studied the skill certification process that...
We first built our test skill Mascot Box. We take a further step to uncover the skill monitoring process happening after a skill gets published (Section 3.3). We also demonstrate approaches that can bypass the whole vetting pipeline to perform malicious skill behavior changes (Section 3.4).

### 3.1 Demystifying Amazon’s Skill Vetting

**Finding I:** Previous studies found skills violating privacy policy on the market or asking for personal information without declaring permissions [12, 18, 24], which was concluded to be the limitation of Amazon’s vetting. We further uncover how Amazon’s vetting actually works to better understand why such violating skills were allowed to be published. In short, it follows a criterion: functionality correlation. The user information requested by skill is not necessarily declared in the permission list. The skill can ask for the user’s personal information through voice interaction as long as it declares such information is necessary for the skill’s functionalities.

Alexa developer documentation regulates how the skills request user information. In summary, it requires the developer to provide a permission list and describe the skill’s functionalities to the users if the skill requests any kind of personal information. Although the documented vetting policies have detailed and strict requirements, the actual vetting process works differently. For example, many published skills did not provide a privacy policy when they were supposed to. Prior studies [12, 24] presented such measurements. However, details about how Amazon’s vetting process actually works are still underexplored.

#### 3.1.1 How Amazon enforces the policies

Cheng et al. [12] showed that some skills asking for a user name in the first interaction could still pass the certification process even though they did not claim any permission. If Amazon followed the vetting criteria precisely the same as its documentation, they would not have missed the violations in the first interaction with the malicious skills. What are the tricks for these skills to bypass Amazon’s vetting? It is very likely that Amazon is enforcing vetting criteria differently from what is claimed in the documentation. Previous works attributed it to Amazon’s leniency, which oversimplified the issue. We uncovered and validated that “leniency” follows some rules. To explore this issue, we built some test skills to reverse engineer the vetting process.

If a skill requests personal information, the skill needs to provide the following three items according to the developer documentation: the description to depict skill functionalities, a permission list, and a privacy policy disclosing the requested information. We designed some test skills to make it clear which parts are not considered seriously by Alexa vetting through the controlled variable method. We first built our test skill Mascot Box without a permission list (it still had a privacy policy and skill description). The skill’s functionality is to provide some sweet words to the user when invoked. However, it will also ask for the user’s phone number in the first response. As a result, it failed the certification process of which Amazon’s feedback said “… Your skill is requesting information that is not relevant to the skill’s functionality. Namely, your skill request phone number.” The feedback inspired us to think that an important vetting criterion could be the correlation between functionality and actual behavior. So we validated this criterion by re-making a test skill to first ask for full name and then give a greeting response “Hello, A” after the user provides his/her name A. This time, the test skill successfully passed the certification process. To further confirm the discovered criterion for other types of personal information, we built similar test skills that asked for a phone number, email, and location. Test skills include test skill Sweet Text which will send a sweet message to the user’s phone number or email, test skill My Weather which provides local weather to the user, etc. They all became qualified skills and were published in the store.

The above experiment shows that the skills are allowed to collect customer contact information if the request information has a correlation with the skill functionalities, which can explain why some aforementioned test skills violating privacy requirements could still pass the certification process in prior works. For example, the test game skills [12] asking for a name in the first response passed the certification process because the Alexa vetting team considered a user name could improve user experience (i.e., it has a correlation with the skill functionality to some degree). Specifically, regarding name information, we found any game skills were allowed to ask “What’s your name?” as long as a greeting “Hello, [name X]” followed after the user provided a name.

### 3.2 Manipulating Skill Behaviors at Run-time

**Finding II:** Malicious developers can change the back-end logic of skills deployed on the third-party server after the skills get published on the store to have users disclose personal information. The back-end change can be achieved by dormant intents and “versatile” intents. The latter approach is novel and stealthier, motivating the need for a run-time monitoring approach while the user is interacting with the skills.

When a skill is deployed on a third-party server where Amazon can not access its back-end code, developers can arbitrarily change the skill’s behavior logic at any time. This makes the skill able to dynamically change its behavior after it gets published on the store, e.g., the skill can ask for a user phone number that has no correlation with its functionalities. Credulous users may just reveal their information when they are requested. Currently, there is no vetting mechanism that is able to detect such suspicious behavior changes.

Malicious developers have two approaches to exploit the skill’s behavior changes for their published skills. The first approach is to leverage “dormant” intents, which was previously discussed by Lentzsch et al. [23]. In our work, we discovered a new approach that leveraged “versatile” intents. We describe the two approaches and provide the comparisons as follows.

#### 3.2.1 Dormant intent

A malicious developer can craft a safe skill with an unused intent (so-called “dormant intent”) that collects certain sensitive information (e.g., phone number). The vetting process will not find any suspicious behavior of the submitted skill because the trigger logic does not get designed for the dormant intent yet. However, after the skill gets published, the developer can change the back-end code to activate the dormant intent. Whenever users trigger that intent, the skill will ask the users for the sensitive
information that the intent was crafted for. Figure 1 shows how a skill that originally does not request any personal information gets its dormant intent activated after passing the certification process.

![Figure 1: Overview of how a “safe” skill passes the vetting process then activates its dormant intent for the usage of collecting sensitive information](image)

### 3.2.2 Versatile intent

Amazon maintains a list of slot types that define how phrases in utterances are recognized and handled for intents, such as `AMAZON.PhoneNumber`, `AMAZON.City`, `AMAZON.Color`, etc. No matter which kind of information a skill wants to obtain on the back end, it has to choose a corresponding intent slot type for its purpose. There are two categories of slot types: List and Numbers/Dates/Times. List includes slot types that represent a list of items (text), while Numbers/Dates/Times includes slot types that convert the user’s utterance into data types such as numbers and dates. Amazon tried to provide separate slot types for different types of information to prevent developers from requesting more than what they need. However, malicious developers can use an intent designed for information A to collect information B; we call such intent “versatile intent”. We found this problem from developing our test skill, named “Guess Number”, which is a game skill that generates a random integer number and asks the user to guess it. The `AMAZON.Number` intent is necessary for its basic functionality, but a malicious developer can secretly leverage it to collect personal information such as phone numbers through back-end change. Similarly, there are many other versatile intent slot types that can be exploited. For example, `City` types can be used to collect user names. Interestingly, we identified several versatile intent slot types that are non-restricted (Table 1). Different from regular slot types, these slot types can record any text or number inputs. For example, `AMAZON.StreetName` can be used to collect any other information such as email address.

### 3.2.3 Versatile vs Dormant

Versatile intent exploit has not been discussed before. Versatile intents are more concealed loopholes compared to dormant intents. Dormant intents are unused intents that could be easily detected during the vetting phase. Amazon can check all intents crafted in the skill and identify unused intents that can be dormant intents. However, it is different for versatile intents. Versatile intents are intents originally used for legitimate skill functionalities (satisfying vetting requirements) but can be exploited for a different purpose at run-time. An adversary can build a skill that

---

**Table 1: Non-restricted intent slot types provided by Amazon Alexa.** These slot types have blank descriptions and can be exploited to collect any information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Non-restricted Slot Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List (Text)</td>
<td><code>AMAZON.Anaphor</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>AMAZON.RelativePosition</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>AMAZON.StreetName</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>AMAZON.VisualModeTrigger</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers/Dates/Times</td>
<td><code>AMAZON.Ordinal</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>AMAZON.PhoneNumber</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Prior studies [12, 23] put a lot of effort into figuring out how Amazon's skill certification process works and its loopholes. However, that is not the whole picture of the vetting process. Even though a skill passes the certification process, the vetting is not finished yet. Amazon repeatedly tests published skills for a period, which is called the “monitoring process”. If the skill shows suspicious behavior, i.e., asking for personal information which has no correlation with its functionalities, it will get removed from the store. When our test skill passed the certification process, we changed its back-end logic to ask for personal information unreasonably. After several days, we received feedback informing us that the skill did not pass the “monitoring process” and was removed from the store. To the best of our knowledge, this monitoring process has not been studied before.

To understand how this monitoring process actually works, we built and submitted multiple test skills of different functionalities to the Alexa platform. On the skill back end, we logged the requests made to each skill. We illustrate our analysis and findings in the following paragraphs of this section.

### 3.3 Reverse Engineering Amazon’s Skill Monitoring Process

**Finding III:** The so-called monitoring process is an underexplored process in the skill vetting mechanism. It intermittently tests the behavior of recently certified skills in the store during a certain period. Suspicious skill behavior will cause skill removal. However, it is a periodic testing process instead of a supposedly continuous monitoring process and can be bypassed easily because it follows certain patterns.

---
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3.3.2 Functionality consistency-based monitoring. As illustrated in Section 3.1, whether the information request from the skill has a correlation with its functionalities determines if the skill is able to pass the Amazon vetting mechanism. With our test skills, we validated that the criterion is a generic standard applied to all information permissions, including name, postal address, phone number, email, and zip code. The influence of Amazon vetting within that day’s requests. Note conversely, a diversity exceeding four request types could suggest such as YesIntent and NoIntent. If the diversity of request types is four or fewer, it likely signifies consumer-generated requests. Of request types indicate the presence of Amazon vetting, given of the four corresponding skills, we found Amazon would check of the four corresponding skills, we found Amazon would check of the mentioned trick settings. It is good to know that Amazon attacks in response. We have carried out a series of proof-of-concept experiments to validate this idea.

3.3.3 Periodic monitoring pattern. Since we found that Amazon’s skill monitoring is not a continuous process, we wanted to further discern the pattern. To do this, we collected backend logs from our test skills, which were subjected to Amazon’s test queries. However, Amazon anonymizes these test requests, making them indistinguishable from genuine user interactions. The concurrent use of our test skills by Amazon’s vetting process and potentially real users complicated the process of identifying Amazon’s monitoring patterns. To address this challenge, we undertook a retrospective examination of the activity logs from our test skills. We deduced Amazon’s request pattern based on the types of requests made and the timing of our skill deactivation. Figure 2 shows the skill activity visualization metrics of our three test skills published on the same day. The first round of requests was logged on November 20th, approximately seven days post-publication, signifying the commencement of Amazon’s monitoring phase. Our test skills, published on varying dates, exhibited a similar pattern of incoming requests, as emphasized in Figure 3. This strongly suggests that Amazon’s monitoring process was predominantly active on workdays, particularly Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. In Figure 3, the depicted color gradient signifies the aggregate number of unique request types directed at our test skills. A higher diversity of request types indicate the presence of Amazon vetting, given that typical users seldom utilize certain request types like FallbackIntent and NavigateHomeIntent, favoring more intuitive ones such as YesIntent and NoIntent. If the diversity of request types is four or fewer, it likely signifies consumer-generated requests. Conversely, a diversity exceeding four request types could suggest the influence of Amazon vetting within that day’s requests. Note that our test skills with obviously suspicious behaviors were also detected and taken down on such days after those types of requests happened. In conclusion, our inference suggests that (1) the monitoring process spans over a period of seven weeks, and (2) the testing predominantly takes place on workdays (especially Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday), based on Eastern Standard Time (EST). Given the discernible pattern in the monitoring process, it provides ample opportunity for an attacker to strategize bypass mechanisms. This could involve an initial phase of inference-based attacks to discern the monitoring pattern, followed by crafting of specialized attacks in response. We have carried out a series of proof-of-concept experiments to validate this idea.

3.4 Bypassing Amazon’s Skill Monitoring

Finding IV: We identified two approaches that can be used to bypass Amazon’s skill monitoring. These approaches allow a skill to collect personal info that is not needed for its functionalities. We published ten test skills and then changed the back-end logic to test how suspicious developers can circumvent the monitoring process. We tried different tricks to avoid being detected by the monitoring process. Not all test skills worked to evade the vetting. For example, we tried probability-based approaches, which means we set suspicious information requests that may occur in a chance of 1/20 or 1/30. We also tried an approach based on the number of interactions which means we set the suspicious request to occur after 5 or 10 customer interactions. These two methods did not survive the monitoring process. By checking the back-end logging of the four corresponding skills, we found Amazon would check a common intent ten times, e.g., YesIntent, which triggered our aforementioned trick settings. It is good to know that Amazon is trying to perform comprehensive vetting by checking a single intent many times. However, malicious developers are still able to easily evade the vetting by checking the following methods. We found the following two approaches that can bypass the monitoring process:

(1) Time-based approach: The skill only collects user info in a certain period of time. It is easy for malicious developers to figure out the periodicity of the Amazon monitoring process by logging the coming requests on the back end. They can wait until the monitoring process is finished before making malicious back-end changes that request personal information. We published a time bomb test skill that would ask for a phone number from 14:00 to 16:00 (EST) each day after the Amazon monitoring process is finished. Our skill was alive on the store for several months without being detected by Amazon vetting until we removed it, which proves the feasibility of this attack approach.

(2) Pattern-based approach: The skill only collects user information when the user interacts with it following a certain intent pattern. When a skill has multiple intents, it naturally has many different intent invocation paths of which Amazon did not yet try to cover all the possibilities. For example, our published test skill “Lucky food” asked for the user’s phone number only when the user gave the following responses to the skill in order: “give me a food, give me a food, yes, no.” It also survived the monitoring process.
Figure 2: Metrics of skill activities of three test skills after they pass certification and get live. It is inferred that Amazon’s monitoring process occurs during the highlighted period. Utterances outside this highlighted span are likely attributed to regular users, as these interactions exhibit greater randomness and predominantly trigger intuitive intents (e.g., Yes/No intents).

4 RUN-TIME SKILL MONITORING

We first discuss the threat model (Section 4.1). We then describe the design, workflow, and validation of our system, including two main components: Skill Behavior Check and Run-time Protection (Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4). Finally, we present our measurement study and usability testing (Sections 4.5 and 4.6).

4.1 Threat Model

We consider a threat model where an adversary intentionally develops malicious skills to collect personal information from users. As demonstrated in the previous section, Amazon’s vetting could fail to detect such malicious skills with behavior changes or bypassing techniques. Hence, users have to be aware of what information they give to the skills to protect their privacy. However, humans often make mistakes, and no installation or download when invoking a skill makes it even easier for malicious skills to bypass user awareness. Figure 4 shows a negative customer review about a skill that used to work fine but now changed its behavior to suspiciously ask for the user’s phone number. It is an underlying issue that most users might not be aware of the risks.

Figure 3: Different request types received by test skills which got live on different days. Here, the rows denote the seven days of the week, while each column signifies a consecutive week. The color intensity indicates the diversity of request types received. Notably, workdays (especially Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday) register the highest variety of requests, suggesting Amazon’s monitoring activity primarily transpires on these days, a pattern consistent across approximately seven weeks.

Figure 4: Negative review of the skill “The Bartender” which used to function properly but later changed its behavior to suspiciously collect user information.

4.2 System Overview

Skill behavior change can be a threat to user privacy if exploited by malicious developers. The back-end code of a skill deployed on a third-party server is out of Amazon’s control. Amazon is enforcing an extra monitoring process after skill approval. However, it is hard to detect a malicious skill as it is unpredictable when/how the skill
may ask for personal information. Thus, we propose to apply a run-time monitoring solution.

Our system determines a skill is suspicious if the information request is inconsistent with the skill’s functionalities. In section 3 we show that Amazon is actually enforcing functionality-based vetting criteria. Therefore, we are following the same criteria to build our monitoring system, focusing on the skill’s description. Besides, we consider the skill safe when it has a corresponding permission list for the requested information. That is because the skill with a permission list needs a user’s explicit grant by either utterance or clicking a mobile prompt. Note that we will not take the skill’s privacy policy into consideration. Because for many skills, the privacy policies are too general, often over-claiming the information that may be used, making us choose not to use privacy policy content as a vetting criterion.

Our system runs in the background whenever users interact with skills, which will notify users of potential privacy risks (e.g., when a skill is asking for a user’s personal information, which does not correlate with skill functionalities). Our system can be easily integrated into the Alexa cloud service which can take advantage of the fact that the Alexa cloud service has easy access to all the metadata of skills. Figure 5 shows a workflow of our system combined with the Alexa cloud service.

Figure 5: Alexa workflow with our proposed run-time monitoring integrated into cloud service which will monitor every skill response to detect suspicious personal information requests.

4.3 Skill Behavior Check

For each live skill we collected from the Alexa Skill Store, we managed to get a judgment of whether the skill is suspicious or not by performing three steps, including Question Extraction, Permission Check, and Consistency Check. Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of the offline analysis process. Question Extraction is line 2. Permission Check is from line 3 to line 6. Consistency Check is from line 8 to line 18.

4.3.1 Question Extraction. Skills give all kinds of responses to users to complete interactions for a variety of purposes, such as daily life services (weather forecast, news, map) and entertainment (music, game). We focus on the interactions that involve private information. Our goal is to find out the skill responses asking for personal information because it may introduce privacy risks to users. For example, “Do you want to continue?” is not the question we are interested in. We are only going to extract the question like “What’s your zip code?”.

When a skill wants to ask for some personal information from users, it states what kind of personal information. In other words, the question must contain keywords about that personal information. Thus, we maintain a list of keywords related to the user’s personal information as well as their synonyms. For each sentence from the skill’s conversation data, our system first conducts a keyword match to get all of the sentences that involve personal information, then determines whether the sentence is interrogative or not. If it is, the system will extract this question for further analysis.

By manually browsing some skills that ask for the user’s information, we found that the skills would ask in basically two ways: WH questions and imperative questions. An example of a WH question is “What’s your name/birthday/city?”. To identify general WH-questions, we refer to spaCy[14] tags including “WDT”, “WP”, “WP$”, “WRB”. Regarding imperative questions, an imperative question usually starts with the verb “Please tell me your phone number.” To better cover general sentence structures, we built pattern rules as pattern = [‘TAG’, ‘VB’, ‘TAG’, ‘RP’, ‘OP’, ‘’’, ‘POS’, ‘NOUN’, ‘OP’: ‘’’, ‘POS’: ‘ADJ’, ‘OP’: ‘’’, ‘POS’: ‘ADV’, ‘OP’: ‘’’, ‘TAG’: ‘PRP’, ‘OP’: ‘’’, ‘TAG’: ‘PRPS’, ‘OP’: ‘’’, ‘POS’: ‘NOUN’]. Then, when a skill uses a verb to request a noun related to personal information, it will be identified by the question extraction module.

We manually checked the identified skills to make sure they actually asked for personal information. For the skills that did not question personal information, we randomly sampled 100 skills and checked them to ensure we did not miss cases. We iteratively revised the pattern rules to cover edge cases. An example was “What a beautiful name!”, which was incorrectly classified as asking for a name. We repeated this review and revision process until we found no edge case.

4.3.2 Permission Check. Developers are required to build a permission list for their Alexa skills to get the users’ personal information serving skill functionalities. Suppose developers have configured the skill this way. In that case, when a user first enables the skill, Alexa asks the user to go to the Alexa app to grant permission to obtain this specific information.

Currently, the available permissions [4] for custom skills related to personal information include Device Address, Customer First Name, Customer Full Name, Customer Email Address, Customer Phone Number, Location Services, and Postal Code.

Algorithm 1 Skill Behavior Check

1: for Every response from skill do
2: if The response is asking for user information then
3: hashValue ← Hash(skillID, permissionList, description, skillResponse)
4: Add (hashValue, “consistent”) to database
5: end if
6: else
7: if keyword matched in skill description then
8: hashValue ← Hash(skillID, permissionList, description, skillResponse)
9: Add (hashValue, “consistent”) to database
10: end if
11: else hashValue ← Hash(skillID, permissionList, description, skillResponse)
12: if Textual entailment module produces ‘entailment’ then
13: Add (hashValue, “consistent”) to database
14: end if
15: else
16: Add (hashValue, “inconsistent”) to database
17: end if
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
After our system detects that a skill response is requesting any kind of personal information, it will immediately check if the requested information is in the permission list. If it is, then it means the skill is not malicious because it is following the requirements and asking for the users for an explicit grant. In contrast, if the requested information is not in the permission list, the skill becomes suspicious. The detected skill response will be sent to the next system module, i.e., consistency check, in order to determine whether the requested information has any correlation with the skill’s functionalities.

4.3.3 Consistency Check. Even though Amazon’s documentation requires the skill to include all of the requested information in the permission list, Amazon’s monitoring is enforcing more flexible criteria based on our findings and experiments in Section 3.3. That is, Amazon will determine the skill as legitimate as long as the requested information has a correlation with the skill’s functionality. This consistency check module is built to conform to that criteria. A skill asking for personal information, which has a correlation with its functionalities, will be determined as a “consistent skill”; otherwise, it will be an “inconsistent skill.”

The skill description given by the developer gives the most abundant information on the skill’s functionalities. However, these descriptions have no certain formats and structures. It is a challenge to analyze the skill’s description due to the various ways to describe the skill functionalities. A skill’s description may involve the keywords of requested personal information. In this case, we apply a keyword-matching approach to check its functionality consistency. However, the description of the benign skill does not necessarily contain the keywords of requested personal information.

To solve the above problem, we apply textual entailment to handle the description texts that cannot be automatically analyzed by keyword-based methods. Textual entailment is used to predict whether, for a pair of texts (text1, text2), the information in the second text can be implied from the first one [16]. The first text is called premise, and the second text is called hypothesis. If the hypothesis can be implied from the premise, then the output result is entailment. Otherwise, it is contradiction. To handle skills’ descriptions without information keywords, we consider the skill’s description as premise and the skill’s behavior as hypothesis. If the textual entailment model gives an “entailment” result, the skill description implies the skill needs to ask for specific information to serve its functionalities. For example, the skill “Food Hero” has a question asking “To find food near you, I need your permission to view your zip code. What’s your zip code?” Its description is “Food Hero will look around your area for highly-rated restaurants and make that annoying decision as to where to eat for you. Let Food Hero pick!” It is easy to understand that this skill needs location information to search nearby restaurants even though the skill provides no permission list. An example that receives a “contradiction” result from textual entailment is the “Ehrlich Pest Control” skill. It asks for a phone number by saying “Please tell me your phone number... area code first.” Its description is “The Ehrlich Pest Control skill will tell you the top tips on the prevention of common household pests such as mice, cockroaches, and flies. From tips on cleaning up common feeding sites to the times of day to avoid mosquitoes, these tips will help tackle”, which does not imply a phone number is necessary for its functionalities. Textual entailment can understand the semantic information in the descriptions without any keywords being present, which is why we use it to cover the cases that the keyword-matching methods may fail to identify.

Our textual entailment model leverages the AllenNLP [16] research library and a pre-trained ELMo-based Decomposable Attention model [26]. We fine-tuned the model with our skill data. We manually created a labeled dataset of 446 skills, splitting it into 80% training and 20% validation. Three researchers in our group were involved in the labeling process and discussion to agree on the final labels. We applied early stopping [27] for our fine-tuning process, which is a popular technique to avoid overfitting. Our fine-tuned model achieved 99.7% training accuracy and 99.0% validation accuracy. The training loss was 0.008, and the validation loss was 0.01, suggesting that our model converged well and both train/validation performances remained equivalent.

4.4 Run-time Protection

Our run-time protection component monitors the conversation when the user is interacting with the skill and notifies the user if the skill’s behavior is inconsistent with the skill’s functionalities.

4.4.1 Run-time Workflow. When the user enables a skill and interacts with it, the system will monitor every skill’s interaction with the user. When the skill asks for the user’s personal information, the system will analyze if the requested information has a correlation with the skill’s functionalities. If the requested information is not related to the functionalities, the system will first send a privacy warning to the user, helping the users be cautious when they interact with the skill. To improve the system’s response time, the run-time protection module leverages a database for a quick query. When the monitored skill’s behavior matches the record in the database, the system will retrieve the existing result and respond accordingly. When the system encounters a new/modified skill and the skill’s behavior has no record in the database, it will perform all the analysis steps and save the result to the database to save time for future checks. For example, suppose user A interacts with a newly published skill X which asks for personal information. In that case, the monitoring system will analyze its information request and update the analysis results in the database. Then later, if user B also uses skill X, the system can retrieve the matched record from the database very quickly. Algorithm 2 illustrates how the run-time protection component works in detail.

4.4.2 Prototype. We leveraged Alexa Voice Service (AVS) [6] to implement and test our run-time monitoring approach. The open-source Alexa Voice Service (AVS) enables developers to integrate Alexa directly into any device with a microphone and a speaker, giving the device direct access to cloud-based Alexa capabilities. We instrumented AVS [5] with our skill monitoring design on an Ubuntu machine. In the following section, we discuss the performance overhead of our approach. We also conducted an on-site user study to evaluate the usability of our approach, which is presented in Section 4.6.

4.4.3 Overhead. We evaluated the performance of the system on the test set of 1,000 skills. In the test set, 200 skills were newly updated which means they had no hash record in the database,
Algorithm 2 Run-time Protection

1: for Every response from skill do
2: if The response is asking for user information then
3: if Database has record then
4: if The record shows it is consistent then
5: Send skill response to the user
6: else
7: digest ← (skillID, permissionList, description, skillResponse)
8: hashValue ← Hash(digest)
9: if Textual Entailment module produces ‘entailment’ then
10: Add (hashValue, “consistent”) to database
11: Send skill response to user
12: else
13: Add (hashValue, “inconsistent”) to database
14: Send privacy alert to the user
15: Send skill response to user
16: end if
17: end if
18: else
19: Go to step 7
20: end if
21: end if
22: Send skill response to the user
23: end if
24: end for

among which 50 were asking for personal information through voice without relevant permissions. We used this test set to simulate the real run-time environment of our monitoring system. Overall, the average delay is 0.09s which is negligible. The average delay for keyword matching is 4.8e-06s which can be ignored, while the average delay for textual entailment is 1.38s. Running textual entailment for every interaction might introduce a perceivable delay. To address this challenge, we managed to avoid re-running textual entailment as much as possible with our database approach described in Section 4.4.1.

4.5 Measurement

Employing our proposed system, specifically the Skill Behavior Check component (presented in Section 4.3), we conducted a measurement to identify the suspicious skills published in the Alexa Skills Store.

4.5.1 Dataset. We collected a dataset of 54,587 skills from the US Alexa Skill Store (as of Jan 2023) based on the methods proposed in previous work [18, 21]. Our dataset includes skill profiles (e.g., description, voice commands, permission list, etc.) and sample conversations with the skills. For each skill, using similar techniques presented in previous studies [18, 21], we collected as many turns of conversation with the skills as possible until receiving repeated content. Regarding the interaction depth for collecting skill responses, we set the minimum to be two turns of conversation, expecting the skills to give more content than just a single welcome message to our invocation. The maximum depth depends on each skill.

4.5.2 Results. We used our Skill Behavior Check component (presented in Section 4.3) to analyze our dataset. Of 54,587 skills in our dataset, the tool identified 637 skills that requested personal information through voice interaction, among which 142 skills were identified as suspicious (i.e., no permission declaration and no correlation with the functionalities). We manually checked these 142 suspicious skills and found that 141 were correctly detected. The one skill that was false positive was a storyteller skill. This skill told a story in which character A asked character B for his address. Although it was actually a request for personal information, it was not meant to ask the user who was interacting with the skill. However, this might in fact still be an issue if the user does not pay attention or misunderstand. We also manually checked the skills that were not identified as suspicious. We did not find any case that was missed, meaning they either had proper permission declaration in their skill configuration or their behaviors were consistent with their descriptions.

Next, we further examined the identified 141 suspicious skills. Note that we focused on the types of personal information that Amazon considered in their permission list requirement [4], which include: location, email, phone number, and name. We also observed a few skills asking for birthday info. As a result, we found that most skills asked for name (107 skills). 9 skills asked for phone number. 10 skills asked for email address. 8 skills asked for birthday. 7 skills asked for location. In particular, of these 7 location-requesting skills, 4 asked for a specific home address.

4.6 Usability

To evaluate the usability of our defense prototype, we conducted an in-lab user study with 15 participants. Specifically, we studied: (1) the effectiveness of our system, and (2) the efficiency of our system. Our goal for this user study was to evaluate the usability of our proposed run-time skill monitoring system.

4.6.1 Methodology. We conducted a between-subjects study method in which our participants were split into two groups. The control group (7 participants) interacted with the original AVS system (i.e., the standard Alexa). The experimental group (8 participants) interacted with the instrumented AVS system (i.e., Alexa protected by our proposed system). Participants in the two groups were provided with an identical list of skills to enable and use. The list had three skills (A, B, C) asking for personal information. Skill A was a consistent skill, skill B was an inconsistent skill with a hashed record in the database, and skill C was an inconsistent skill without hashed record in the database. The skills were randomly sampled. After experimenting with the Alexa prototype assigned to them, the participants then answered our questions about the usability including comfort, accuracy, and time delay. Several pilot studies (excluded from our results) were conducted before the actual run to fix errors and ensure data quality.

Our participants were required to be adults who are 18 or older, fluent in English, live in the U.S., and are voice personal assistant users. We were able to reach out to 15 experienced Alexa users as qualified participants via recruiting emails and flyers. Among the 7 participants who tested the original Alexa, 57.1% are male, 28.6% are female, and less than 14.3% are non-binary. Our participants are mostly young adults (57.1% were 18-24 years old) and highly educated (42.9% with a Bachelor’s degree and 42.9% with a high school diploma). Among the 8 participants who tested the Alexa with our protection component, 62.5% are male, 25% are female, and less than 12.5% are non-binary. Our participants are mostly young adults (75% were 18-24 years old) and highly educated (75% with a Bachelor’s degree). Tables 2 and 3 present the detailed demographic information of our participants in the control group (original Alexa) and the experimental group (protected Alexa), respectively.
Table 2: Original Alexa group (N=7). Demographic information (gender, age, and education) of the participants that used the original Alexa in our user study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not answer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24 years old</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34 years old</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 years or older</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest level of education completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Graduate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associates Degree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate degree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Protected Alexa group (N=8). Demographic information (gender, age, and education) of the participants who trialed Alexa with our proposed monitoring solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not answer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24 years old</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34 years old</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 years or older</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest level of education completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Graduate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associates Degree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate degree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.2 Results. We evaluate the usability of our proposed system using three metrics: comfort, accuracy, and time delay. In particular, we want to see if the users are comfortable using our system, if the users think our system works accurately, and if the users feel any time delay caused by our system.

85.7% of participants using the original AVS felt uncomfortable when the skill asked for their personal information without mentioning it beforehand. A user added: “The skill should not do some weird stuff like that” when interacting with the inconsistent skills. Most users felt the need for a protection mechanism. In particular, 66.7% of participants thought that Amazon Alexa should improve the protection of user privacy. 75% of the participants who used our proposed system thought that the privacy warnings from our system were helpful.

The system’s warnings are accurate based on participants’ feedback. The feedback was presented to the participants using a scale from 1 to 5 (strongly disagree to strongly agree). When asked if the system only gives a warning when the skill requests personal information without explicitly disclosing it beforehand, 75% of participants interacting with the protected AVS strongly agreed or agreed with the statement. The remaining 25% held a neutral attitude. No one disagreed. When asked if the system missed warning any suspicious case where the skill asked for unnecessary personal information without mentioning it beforehand, all participants answered “no”. Thus, overall our system provides accurate warnings about the suspicious behaviors of the skills.

Our system does not introduce uncomfortable delays to users. The participants were asked to rate the delay using a scale from 1 to 4 (no delay, hard to notice, not obvious, obvious delay). As a result, 62.5% of participants using the protected AVS agreed that the delay was not obvious. The remaining 37.5% thought the delay was hard to notice. The introduced delay is acceptable considering the fact that the original AVS itself naturally gives participants delay feeling to some degree (14% of participants using the original AVS said they felt some delay but not obvious, even though that was without our monitoring system).

5 DISCUSSION

This section discusses the implications, ethical considerations, and limitations of our work. We also propose future research directions, including support for other platforms, non-privacy issues, and users’ awareness of the risks.

5.1 Implications and Call for Action

In this paper, we systematically studied Alexa skill vetting and the potential privacy risks. Our findings suggest the following implications and make a call for action to protect VPA consumers from privacy-invasive skills.

Amazon’s vetting is inconsistent with their documented policies. It is important to make sure the policies are transparent to developers to avoid unintentional privacy violations in their skills. In addition, the actual vetting process works differently from what is documented, which causes confusion to developers. This might be due to the outdated documentation. However, the actual vetting is more lenient, which allows violating skills to be published. Therefore, VPA service providers need to have stricter enforcement in their vetting. This could be a burden on developers as it might take longer and more complex to get a skill published. However, transparent policies and actionable feedback from the vetting can help to minimize that burden.

Amazon’s vetting has some gaps that can be exploited. We showed that Amazon’s vetting includes two processes: skill certification and skill monitoring. After a skill passes the skill certification process, it gets published. The adversary can still change the behaviors of the skill by manipulating the backend server. The problem is that the changes will go live instantly. Although the skill monitoring process can help to check such behavior changes, it might not happen as soon as the changes happen. Such gaps are different time windows following a pattern that the adversary can exploit to run malicious skill behaviors without being checked (as also demonstrated in Section 3.3.3 and Section 3.4).

A policy enforcement at run-time is necessary to protect consumers from malicious dynamic behaviors. For skills
hosted on the service provider’s servers, it is easy to detect behavior changes. Such changes can be held off until passing the skill certification. However, for skills hosted on third-party servers, it is a challenging problem because behavior changes would be unpredictable. Run-time defense approaches such as our proposed system—as a client-side tool or integrated into the VPA system—can effectively detect malicious behavior changes and help users be aware of the risks.

5.2 Ethical Considerations
We did not store or use any user data through the published test skills. We were only interested in what types of requests were made to our test skills instead of what the users said to the skills. We performed an on-site user study to evaluate the proposed skill monitoring system without infringing on participants’ privacy. Our work got approval from our Institutional Review Board (IRB). We also contacted Amazon regarding our findings. A representative from the Amazon Alexa Skills Team reached out to us and offered further support for our research.

5.3 Limitations and Future Work
Our proposed skill monitoring system does not design specific methods against adversarial attacks. Adversaries may manipulate skills’ descriptions or skills’ content to fool the system if they are aware of the underlying techniques of the monitoring system.

In this work, the analysis mainly focuses on the Alexa skills in the US skill store which is the largest market. Future work can further examine skills in other regions, and other virtual personal assistant platforms such as Google Assistant and Apple Siri.

A recent news [3] reports “Amazon’s Alexa tells a 10-year-old child to touch penny to exposed plug socket.” Previous work also identified inappropriate content and privacy concerns in child-directed Alexa skills [21]. Existing parental control mechanisms were also found insufficient [33]. Hence, the dynamic content of skills may be a threat to children if not properly monitored. Our proposed monitoring approach focuses on detecting suspicious skill behaviors that request personal information. Our consistency check module can be used to inform the necessary permissions and adjust the permission list for each skill accordingly. It can be further extended to cover more kinds of suspicious behaviors such as hate speech, dangerous instructions to kids, etc.

Existing literature showed that smart device users were very concerned and wanted privacy notifications about the data collection activities around them [22, 30]. In our user study, we found that the participants were interested in the privacy warnings given by our proposed system. This indicates that users value their privacy and want to be aware of potential risks from the skills. Thus, future work can focus more on studying users’ preferences and designing personalized systems to improve users’ awareness.

6 CONCLUSION
We provided a comprehensive understanding of Amazon’s skill vetting strategy including its skill certification and monitoring process. Skills can be hosted on third-party servers, which can lead to malicious behaviors. Compared to the prior work, we dug deeper into novel approaches to bypass Alexa skill vetting and perform dynamic behavior changes after the skill gets published. We revealed how adversaries can bypass the vetting and a new attack vector called “versatile intents” with proof-of-concept attacks. We also proposed a run-time skill monitoring system to protect user privacy against such threats.
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